SPECIAL ADVERTISING SECTION

BAINBRIDGE
INTERNATIONAL INC.
The best in industrial fabrics
and hardware since 1917

BAINBRIDGE
INTERNATIONAL INC.
Canton, Mass.
800 422 5684
www.bainbridgeintusa.com

FABRIC AND HARDWARE FOR AWNINGS,
SHADE PRODUCTS, TENTS, SAILS AND COVERS
As both a converter and a distributor, Bainbridge International Inc. is a one-stop
shop for fabrics, hardware and tools to complete your project. From grommets and
fasteners to acrylics, vinyls and other high-tech products like aramid/carbon-based
laminate materials, Bainbridge delivers!
Apart from our own lines of fabrics like AIRX and MPEX nylon spinnaker fabrics
and SPX and HSXv woven polyester sailcloths, we represent just about every major
fabric brand and many leading hardware manufacturers including: Sattler 745
Evolution & 745FR 98”, Glen Raven Mills Sunbrella® and Firesist®, Marlen Fabrics
Top Gun® FR and Top Notch®FR, Cooley Brite Lite®, Weathertyte Plus Lite and
Weathermax. We carry a full line of clear glass including Strataglass® and Crystal
Clear®, O’Sea® and Regalite clear PVC. We also carry awning tubing and fittings,
Dabond® and Tenara® thread, webbings, fasteners and more.
With three locations, we cover the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic from our Canton,
Mass., headquarters; the West Coast from our Huntington Beach, Calif., warehouse;
and the Southeast metropolitan areas from our Pompano Beach, Fla., facility. We
can ship to just about the entire U.S. within a couple of days. We also offer extended
sales office hours, our own van delivery service within local ranges from our three
locations, and same day UPS, FedEx or other shipping around the globe.
With hundreds of years of combined market knowledge, our multilingual sales
force is fully equipped, trained and experienced to help you make the right decision
about the latest fabric, hardware or tools. You can rely on our more than 100 years
of experience to help you stay on track and ahead of the competition.
COMPANY PROFILE
Bainbridge International Inc., the original sailcloth manufacturer for leisure
applications, began its story on the Boston waterfront in 1917. For more than
100 years the company has been a leading and innovative supplier to the
following markets: marine, industrial, awning, flag, banner and cold air
inflatables. Most recently, our Coverguard product has become the default
choice for protective floor covering material.
While we cherish our extensive history, we look forward into our next century
to continue with our primary objectives of bringing only the very best products
to the market and earning the opportunity to be your supplier of choice.
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www.FabricArchitectureMag.com

This installation by the Awning
Factory, Warwick, R.I., features
Weathertyte Plus® at Brown
University Bookstore.

The original Howe & Bainbridge building, from
1917, is located on the Boston, Mass., waterfront.

The corporate headquarters for Bainbridge
International is located at Canton, Mass.
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